An electrochemiluminescent DNA sensor based on nano-gold enhancement and ferrocene quenching.
An electrochemiluminescent DNA (ECL-DNA) sensor based on nano-gold signal enhancement (i.e. gold nanoparticles, GNP) and ferrocene signal quenching was investigated. The Au electrode was first modified with GNPs through electrodeposition method, followed by subsequent immobilization of single-stranded probe DNA labeled with ruthenium complex. The resulting sensor produced a higher ECL signal due to its higher density of self-assembled probe DNAs on the surface. Upon the hybridization of probe DNA with complementary target DNA labeled with ferrocene, ECL intensity decreased significantly due to spatial separation of ECL label from the electrode surface. As a result, the ECL signal was simultaneously quenched by ferrocene. The effects of both nano-gold electrodeposition time and ferrocene on the performance of ECL-DNA sensor were studied in detail and possible reasons for these effects were suggested as well. The reported ECL-DNA sensor showed great sensitivity and may provide an alternative approach for DNA detection in diagnostics and gene analysis.